
Module 4 Background

Civil Society groups represent 
under-privileged sectors of 
society such as indigenous 

peoples, child rights, 
environmental protection, human 

rights, gender violence, health, 
and many more. Their studies 

and reports play an active check 
and balance role on corporations 

and governments.



Promote an 
understanding of 
the role of civil 
society groups.

Objective

How to work with 
them in advancing 

the UN SDGs 
agenda

Learning 
Outcome



Supported by the MFA



Supported by the UN



Supported by ASEAN



    Civil 

          Society 

Perspectives



They do not 
want just 

development, 
but 

DEVELOPMENT 
JUSTICE



Five Foundational Shifts: 
•Redistributive Justice 
•Economic Just 
•Social and Gender Justice 
•Environmental Justice 
•Accountability to Peoples



Enlarge the 
image to see 

details of 
the justice 
demands



This UN 
meeting on 
“tackling 
tourism 

development 
issues” was 

held in October 
1991. So why is 
it still an issue?



This paper was 
presented at 

German travel 
agents 

conference in 
in 1990. Why is 

it still being 
discussed?



This paper was 
presented by Dr 

Kriengsak 
Charoenwongsak, 

Executive 
Director of 
Institute of 

Future Studies for 
Development, at 

a Thammasat 
University 

conference in 
July 1996 



PATA held its 
first 

Sustainable 
Tourism 

Conference and 
Mart in 2002. 

How much 
progress has 
been made 

since?



Prostitution, 
paedophilia and 
sex tourism is 
widespread. 

Why is it never 
discussed at 

industry 
events?



Tourism watchdog groups have long been warning of its social 
consequences. Why are they never included on conference agendas?



The following slides show just 
some of the watchdog activities 

undertaken by Tourism Concern, a 
U.K.-based NGO













On September 26, 2018, Tourism Concern announced its shutdown 
due to lack of funding. Some soul-searching is in order: The Travel & 

Tourism industry spends billions of dollars on marketing and 
advertising but does not support groups playing a useful check-and-

balance role. 

Many other civil society groups are active worldwide in advancing the 
cause of sustainability. 

They deserve to be treated as partners rather than critics and 
adversaries.



Civil Society groups are good at using the media to expose harmful 
environmental practises, such as coal-fired power plants. This was a protest 

press conference at the Foreign Correspondents Club of Thailand.



Events such as this go a long way towards enhancing the sense of 
urgency and shaking off public apathy and complacency.



Trade Unions are also active on behalf of working people at the 
grassroots level.



The following slides feature quotes 
from a speech by Sir Edmund Hillary, 

the first man to climb Mount Everest, at 
a November 1983 PATA conference in 

Nepal. Worth reflecting on the words of 
warning, the time-lapse since then and 

whether they have been heeded.











THINK! 


